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Press Release 

„CAVALLUNA - Secret of Eternity“: Fulminant start of the European tour 

Under thunderous applause and with full stands the new show „CAVALLUNA - Secret of Eternity” celebrated its 
premiere in mid-October in Riesa, Saxony. After an intensive period of preparation and rehearsals, the entire 
team is now looking forward to presenting the new program to big and small fans in the coming months. With 
a total of 34 cities in Germany and Europe, this year’s tour is one of the biggest in recent years and seamlessly 
continues the success of past shows.

Until the end of June 2023, „Secret of Eternity” will now enchant young and old with impressive scenery, spec-
tacular horsemanship and fantastic dance choreographies. Also this time the organizer relies again on the crea-
tive team around Klaus Hillebrecht, who as author, director as well as composer already for the last  
CAVALLUNA-Shows responsibly pulled. Of course, Europe’s best show riders will also be taking part: In addition 
to well-known stars such as the teams around Luís Valença and Filipe Fernandes from Portugal, who shine in har-
monious performances of classical dressage, as well as the popular trick riders of the Hasta Luego Academy from 
southern France, who take the spectators’ breath away with daring stunts on, next to and under the horse, new 
team members such as Emma Tytherleigh with her funny four-legged friends and the Spaniard Carlos Román 
with donkey „Caramelo” will also show their skills. The audience can also look forward to Laury Tisseur with 
his action-packed Hungarian Post, the funny mini-shettys of Bartolo Messina as well as the Belgian artist Sylvie 
Willms, who will touch the hearts of young and old with a fascinating freedom dressage.

With 53 horses as well as a donkey and, for the first time, a dog, the riders and an international dance ensemble, 
Europe’s most popular horse show takes the audience this time to the far reaches of Central America and tells an 
inspiring story: the native Mamey and the shepherd boy Joaquim both set out on an adventurous journey - with-
out knowing about each other’s mission - to return the magic Stone of Eternity to its place of origin and thus save 
the Guyavos tribe from its demise. On their way they have to face many dangers and stand up to the power-ob-
sessed Arturo, who wants to steal this special stone for his own purposes with the help of his band of horsemen, 
the wild Cocorochos... 

„CAVALLUNA - Secret of Eternity” is on the road until the end of June 2023 in 34 cities throughout Germany and 
Europe and promises with a harmonious interplay of touching moments, funny comedy numbers and fast-paced 
action against the backdrop of beautiful landscapes with tropical forests and colorful villages a show experience 
in a class of its own for the whole family. 

From Friday, October 28, 2022, you will find all the visual material for „CAVALLUNA - Secret of Eternity” ready to 
print here in our digital press portal! 

Information and tickets for the show are available at www.cavalluna.com and 01806-73 33 33
(0.20€/call incl. VAT from a German landline, max. 0.60€/call incl. VAT from mobile networks).

https://www.cavalluna.com/en/press-portal/secret-of-eternity
file:https://www.cavalluna.com/
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Pas de deux by Giulia Giona and Ivan Moreno Hungarian Post by Laury Tisseur Pony freedom by Bartolo Messina

Trick rider of Equipe Hasta Luego Academy Great freedom by Sylvie Willms Equipe Filipe Fernandes as eternity riders

Wild horse of Equipe Sebastián Fernández Freedom artist Sylvie Willms Donkey comedy by Carlos Román

Dancers CAVALLUNA Dance Company Hasta Luego Academy trick rider as Cocorocho Equipe Luís Valença as Guyavos
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Leading actress Giulia Giona as „Mamey“ Equipe Filipe Fernandes as eternity riders Freedom artist Alex Giona

Trick rider of Equipe Hasta Luego Academy Equipe Filipe Fernandes as dark tribe Guyavo ritual for the stone of eternity

Sylvie Willms at the festive charreria Quadrille by Equipe Sebastián Fernández Double Capriole by Equipe Luís Valença

Giulia Giona and the dark tribe Piaffe by Equipe Laury Tisseur Freedom dressage by Sylvie Willms
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Equipe Sebastián Fernández with Garrocha Doma Vaquera by Equipe Sebastián Fernández

Pyramide by Hasta Luego 
Academy

Running pesade by Ivan Moreno Courbette Renversée by Equipe 
Laury Tisseur

Fiesta of the Patroness

Comedy by Equipe Emma Tytherleigh
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Stars

Equipe Bartolo Messina 
When Bartolo Messina and his horses enter the arena, there is some-
thing magical in the air: his animals follow him as if by invisible strings 
- the deep trust between him and his four-legged friends becomes 
immediately apparent. In the current show „CAVALLUNA - Secret of 
Eternity” the Italian takes on the role of the tribe leader of the Guyavos 
and the audience can look forward to the performance of a touching 
and cute liberty with one big horse and three dainty Mini Shetland po-
nies that present difficult lessons - a highlight for spectators all ages!

Equipe Luís Valença   
Beautiful Lusitanos and dressage art at the highest level - that  
promises the team of Luís Valença from Portugal! The members of the 
highly trained equipe present the most demanding lessons in perfection 
and enchant the audience with their graceful animals and sophisticated 
quadrilles. Whether pirouettes, piaffe or the impressive capriole: no 
other team masters classic dressage lessons in such inimitable precision. 
In „Secret of Eternity“, the Portuguese team shows the most difficult les-
sons on and above the earth as well as impressive formations that invite 
you to dream.

Equipe Giona  
The team Giona stands for versatility and equestrian quality! The  Ital-
ian family has been thrilling audiences for years and will delight with 
breathtaking scenes at CAVALLUNA: Whether Giulia‘s and Diego’s har-
monious dressage skills or the liberty number of their father Alex with 
five beautiful white horses - the Italians know how to showcase their 
equestrian passion. In „Secret of Eternity” Giulia will take on the role of 
the tribal daughter Mamey while her brother will play the evil antago-
nist Arturo. Therefore they not only demonstrate their riding skills this 
year, but also skillfully show their acting talent. 



Stars

Hasta Luego Academy
The Hasta Luego Academy also hosts an elite team of the best trick 
riders in Europe that is continually enhanced by new riders. This is why 
the equipe, which was created especially for CAVALLUNA, succeeds in 
captivating its audience with constantly new and bold tricks on, above 
and below the horses. The team is trained by Erik Hasta Luego, the 
French trick riding champion since 1978, who is listed in the Guinness 
Book of Records as the fastest rider to circle beneath the belly of a 
galloping horse in only 12 seconds. He passes on his skills to the young 
riders of the Hasta Luego Academy in Nîmes in the South of France. 

Equipe Sylvie Willms
Sylvie Willms grew up with the passion for horses from day one, since 
her family has been dedicated to the noble four-legged animals for 
more than 300 years. Although she was already sitting on a horse be-
fore she could even walk, Sylvie lost her heart to the liberty dressage as 
a child already. Wether on stage or at home - she likes to be surround-
ed by lots of animals: In „Secret of Eternity“, she lets eight horses of 
different breeds perform incredible exercises... guided only by her voice 
and her body language. The audience will be thrilled to witness this 
close bond reflecting the trust that can develop between humans and 
animals.

Equipe Sebastián Fernández
The family of the multiple Spanish master of the traditional herding 
method known as „Doma Vaquera“ dedicates itself entirely to their pas-
sion: the horses. Sebastián Fernández and his team show in „CAVALLUNA 
- Secret of Eternity“ how skillfully they know how to handle the 
„Garrocha“. It is a about three meters long wooden staff, which is inte-
grated into the lessons with the horse and formerly used to drive the 
cattle. In the show, one of the team members plays the main character 
Joaquim: A shepherd boy who is entitled from one moment to another 
to succeed in a dangerous mission - of course accompanied by one of the 
beautiful horses of Equipe Fernández!



Stars

Equipe Filipe Fernandes
For more than ten years the Portuguese and talentented dressage rider 
Filipe Fernandes has enriched the team of Europe‘s most popular horse 
show. Trained and apprenticed by the master of haute école Luís Valença, 
this is the third time now that Filipe presents himself with his own team 
at „CAVALLUNA - Secret of Eternity”: With his beautiful friesians, her 
flowing manes, powerful gears and her fairytale appearance, he and his 
team are taking the hearts of the audience by storm! In addition, the 
team fascinates with difficult lessons of classical dressage and beautiful 
quadrilles in complete harmony. 

Equipe Laury Tisseur
He performs daring maneuvers and shines with unique talent! It is Laury 
Tisseur, star of the Hungarian Post. In this way of riding, the Frenchman 
stands on the backs of two grey Lusitano horses, accompanied by four 
more horses, with reigns but also in liberty. Traditionally, the shepherds 
of the Puszta used the foresight thus gained to be able to observe their 
animals on the huge pastures and to be mobile at the same time. In addi-
tion to the highly complex movements that the dynamic team performs, 
the Frenchman also inspires the audience with harmonious perfor- 
mances of classic dressage.



Stars

Equipe Carlos Román
The likeable Carlos Román from Andalusia has been thrilling small and 
large spectators with his four-legged friends for 14 years and is a minor 
celebrity in his home country! In the beautiful Montellano, his home-
town in the southern mountains of Seville, the Spaniard owns a small 
stable with horses, ponies and donkeys and appeared already in front of 
an audience at the young age of 15. Now he participates for the first time 
in „CAVALLUNA - Secret of Eternity” and presents with his donkey „Cara-
melo” as coconut seller Pedro a funny number, which will amaze the au-
dience as well as make them laugh. Whether free work, ridden dressage 
lessons or funny Zirzensik: „Caramelo” is a versatile star, who has even 
made it several times on television and can now shine at CAVALLUNA. 
The lovable team, consisting of the cheerful Carlos and his talented don-
key, will take the hearts of the audience by storm.

Equipe Emma Tytherleigh
With Emma Tytherleigh, the CAVALLUNA family was already able to gain 
a great new addition in 2017, who not only brings talent, but also a wide 
range of equestrian skills and a wealth of facets. The British rider now 
also proves this in the new show „CAVALLUNA - Secret of Eternity”: Thus, 
Emma provides dreamy moments in the arena with her freedom act 
together with her Welsh Cob „Ricchi” and inspires the audience with free 
work. In addition, together with her pony „Rocko” and dog „Cowboy”, 
she presents clever tricks in a playful way. The bright trio enriches the 
new program with heartwarming show interludes and provides unforget-
table moments for young and old. 



Horse breeds

Pura Raza Española (P.R.E.) 
The Iberian Pura Raza Española (P.R.E.) is a very noble breed. These 
horses are one of the oldest European breeds with a long-standing, pure 
pedigree, and the Spanish riders’ pride and joy. Due to their versatility 
and good nature, P.R.E. horses are excellently suited for classical 

dressage. They are extremely intelligent and reliable and have a very 
good memory. This makes it possible to train them in a short amount 
of time, however it also requires particular care. Riders appreciate their 
passionate but even temper. P.R.E.s are known for their harmonious 
appearance that is similar to the Andalusian horse. They have a very 
elegant head, a thick mane and triangularly shaped eyes.

Thanks to their magnificent coat and their gentle and sleek gaits, these 
Spaniards are proud and beautiful creatures. What is more, they are very 
eager to learn, obedient and pleasant-natured – the perfect condition for 
a real highlight of the CAVALLUNA show, the skilful art of Doma Vaquera, 
the traditional riding style of the Spanish cattle herders.

In the show:  
Doma Vaquera  

Sebastián Fernández 

Donkey
Donkeys like to be close to humans, and have been their loyal  
companions for millennia. These special representatives of the horse 
family are very intelligent and empathetic. The distinguishing  
characteristics of don-keys include their very loud braying – which allows 
them to communicate with their fellow donkeys across distances of up 
to three kilometres and their large ears. Donkeys are considerably more 
cautious and headstrong than horses, which has given them the  
reputation of being lazy. Yet once you have gained their trust, they show 
great motivation and willingness to learn. In „Secret of Eternity” the  
audience can look forward to see one cute and well trained donkey doing 
his „Coconut-job“ and thereby makes old and young visitors smile.

In the show:  
Comedy  

Equipe Carlos Román 



Horse breeds

Menorquiner
Native to the Balearic island of Menorca, this fiery Spanish horse breed 
is the center of the centuries-old traditional „Fiestas de Menorca“. As 
the main protagonists of this celebration, the Menorcans are accompa-
nied during their performance by music as well as thunderous applause 
from the enthusiastic spectators. Moreover, the animals are born show 
horses. They are not only beautiful to look at - their temperament and 
their rhythmic, almost dance-like gaits impress the spectators up to the 
last row. Running on the hindquarters, the so-called running pesade, is 
considered a special talent of this intelligent and eager-to-learn horse 
breed. As a baroque type of horse, they have a strong forehand, a mag-
nificent neck and long legs, which is why they present dressage lessons 
with pure grace and elegance. However, the animals are also popu-
lar because of their typical black coat and their long luxuriant mane. 
CAVALLUNA fans know: These horses, whose breed was only officially 
recognized in 1989, have dancing in their blood! Menorquiner  
„Ximplet“ is the faithful companion of main character „Joaquim“ in 
„Secret of Eternity“, who is embodied by the charming Spaniard  
Ivan Moreno.

In the show: 
Doma Vaquera 

Equipe Sebastián Fernández

Appaloosa
The legendary horse of the Native Americans originally descended from 
the Iberian breeds and came to North America in the 18th century. 
Known in the Old World as the „spotted horse“, it then evolved through 
the breeding of the Nez Percé people into the Appaloosa we know today. 
Few other breeds have such unique coat markings. Particularly striking is 
that the colorful quadrupeds have a so-called „human eye“: Their eye is 
white around the iris, as in humans. Especially in the Western area, the 
leisure and sport horse with its mostly square athletic build enjoys great 
popularity. The Appaloosa radiates a lot of calmness and composure, has 
strong nerves, is patient and reliable. At the same time, he is very versa-
tile, agile and athletic. Appaloosa „Jerry“ is an integral part of the dotted 
oracle quartet of freedom artist Bartolo Messina in „Secret of Eternity“.

In the show: 
Freedom dressage 

Equipe Bartolo Messina



Friesian
Friesian horses, also known as the „black pearls of Friesland”, have a 
long-standing history. They were first mentioned in the times of Ancient 
Rome and have since evolved into a popular European breed. The dis-
tinctive type known today emerged in the 16th century, when they were 
crossbred with Iberian horses. The fascination with the Friesian horse is 
in part owed to its beautiful, mystical appearance straight from a fairy 
tale with its long, lush mane and its similarly striking feathering. Thanks 
to its Spanish heritage, this breed, which was often used for work on the 
fields, performs bold and expressive gaits, which makes it predestined 
for dressage. Whether for classical or circensic dressage, these intelligent 
and sensitive black giants are all-round talents and often used as show 
acts because of their impressive appearance. Of course, CAVALLUNA is 
thrilled to have these Dutch show stars perform in the arena, because 
there aren’t many horses this majestic!

In the show:  
Dressage 

Equipe Filipe Fernandes

Horse breeds

Mini Shetlandpony
Among all of the breeds, Shetland ponies are known as the „ants 
among horses”. They originate from the Shetlands, a group of islands 
belonging to Scotland. Due to the rough weathers on the islands, 
they have evolved into very resilient and sturdy ponies. These little 
all-rounders are considered to be one of the most powerful horse 
breeds, even capable of pulling twice their own weight.
Shetland ponies are very sociable and eager to learn, they are 
diligent and frugal. These powerful horses even worked underground 
as so-called pit ponies in coal mining, and they were sought after as 
packhorses or carthorses. Later they also became popular for children 
to ride on. Just like donkeys, „shetties” are known to have a stubborn 
streak. However, they are much more sociable than people think! With 
a little patience, these little strongheaded creatures turn out to be 
really loving and trainable companions that are very smart when it 
comes to learning new tricks, and who enjoy showing off their skills.
Just like their big siblings in the horse family, they are able to learn the 
most difficult exercises in classical dressage, with many surprises in 
store. The audience won’t believe their eyes seeing these cute dwarfs 
demonstrate their abilities in the CAVALLUNA arena.

In the show:  
Liberty with Mini ponys  
Equipe Bartolo Messina



Horse breeds

Lusitano
Lusitano horses are close relatives of the Andalusian horse. However, the
breeding business in Portugal developed very differently than in Spain
and their independent stud book was not introduced until 1942. Due to
its compact and brawny build, the Iberian horse breed is perfectly suited
for dressage, even the classical discipline. The Lusitano’s expressive, no-
ble head with its big eyes is set on an optimally curved neck that emerges
from muscular shoulders. Lusitano horses are characterised by their
courage, their great strength of nerve and their reliability. They are very
eager to work and fast learners. Their brisk temper is easily balanced out
by their sensitive nature. More than other horse breeds, the Lusitano is
quick to bond with humans and has a close relationship with its
owner – a lifelong friendship. The horses’ temper and willingness to
learn make them predestined for various tasks, for example cattle
herding.

In the show: 
High School 

Equipe Luís Valença

Welsh Pony
A very popular pony breed in Europe also does the honors at „Secret of 
Eternity“: part of the herd of icon Sylvie Willms is Welsh pony „Seird“, 
who delights together with his big „colleagues“ in the touching freedom 
dressage.  CAVALLUNA newcomer Emma Tytherleigh‘s „Ricchi“ is also a 
Welsh Cob, another sub-breed of Welsh pony, and shows off his talent 
for the first time in the show. Bred in Wales, England, these four-leg-
ged horses are friendly and courageous, and are characterized by their 
willingness to perform and their rideability. In addition, they are very 
people-oriented and can build a deep connection to „their“ human. 
Welsh Ponies are divided into the respective sections A, B, C, and D 
(Welsh Cob) and differ mainly in their stock size. An animal in section D 
thus resembles a horse more than a pony thanks to its size (from 1.45 
m). The combination of a strong muscling and a very strong foundation 
make the Welsh Cobs look particularly imposing. Hence the appropriate 
name, as „Cob“ is a Welsh term for „lump“ or „hunk“. The crossbreeding 
of cold-blooded horses, Spanish horses and carriage horses of different 
breeds resulted in this powerful and at the same time noble type of 
horse.

In the show:  
Liberty dressage 

Equipe Sylvie Willms



Horse Breeds

Araber
The Arabian thoroughbred is not only characterized by its perfect ele-
gance, but is also considered the most famous and oldest horse breed 
in the world. Another characteristic that is highly appreciated in the 
oriental thoroughbreds is their high endurance and reliability. They are 
also considered to be very good-natured and people-oriented animals 
that form a close bond with their owner. Courage, tenacity and a lot of 
temperament are just as typical for these elegant four-legged friends 
as gentleness and affection. Due to their delicate appearance and their 
character, the animals are popular leisure and sports partners. In the 
great freedom of Sylvie Willms - with 8 horses of different breeds - the 
spectators can marvel at „CAVALLUNA - Secret of Eternity“, for example, 
the thoroughbred „Rostova“ and be inspired by the deep bond between 
him and Sylvie Willms.

In the show:  
Liberty dressage 

Equipe Sylvie Willms

Baroque Pinto crossed with P.R.E.
This year, a very special four-legged animal will do the honors in the 
shows: a cross between the Baroque Pinto and P.R.E. breeds. The Bar-
oque Pinto is a fairly young breed originating from Friesland. The crossing 
of a Friesian mare and an Altgelderländer pinto created a unique type 
of horse, mostly black and white in color, with a reliable and friendly 
nature that can be used in a variety of ways. Docility, diligence and re-
liability characterize the „colored“ horses, the Friesian blood gives them 
swinging and expressive gaits. The breeding of the spirited warmblood 
Pura Raza Española (P.R.E. for short), on the other hand, goes back to a 
centuries-old tradition. With their beautiful coat, nobly shaped head and 
supple gait, the proud Iberians have a particularly aesthetic appearance 
and are therefore perfectly suited for high school lessons and classical 
dressage. The crossing of the two breeds is unique. The animals are 
characterized above all by a slender build and the checked coat typical of 
baroque pintos. In „CAVALLUNA - Secret of Eternity“ the show is opened 
by the beautiful stallion „Buffalo Bill“, who is a successful example of this 
extraordinary crossing of two horse breeds.

In the show: 
Wild Horse 

Equipe Sebastián Fernández



CAVALLUNA stands for sophisticated choreographies, rousing 
music, magnificent stage sets and, of course, impressive work 
with horses. But what also distinguishes CAVALLUNA is the 
affection between man and animal, from which their perfect 
interaction emerges. The CAVALLUNA horses are not only un-
disputed audience favorites - they are also the absolute center 
of attention for their riders and grooms. That’s why their 
well-being is paramount, both during the show and away from 
it! The tour, which makes guest appearances in more than 30 
different cities in Germany and other European countries be-
tween October and June, is organized in a star configuration. 
This means that the horses are not transported from one show 
city to the next, but are housed in centrally located “interme-
diate stables” during the week. In this way, travel times can be 
kept as short as possible. Since this tour, all horses are housed 
together at the same location: the Gehlenhof equestrian facil-
ity in Tönisvorst. The beautiful grounds include several pad-
docks, an outdoor arena as well as a horse walker, a lunging 
arena, a round pen and two indoor riding arenas. Here, the 
horses are offered an ideal place to rest even during the tour. 

The four-legged friends spend their free time on the spacious 
farm: grazing on paddocks, on idyllic rides and light training 
tailored to the respective needs of the horse - just a normal 
horse life! The CAVALLUNA horses, some of which come from 
thousands of kilometers away, benefit from the spacious riding 
area and the beautiful boxes and paddocks. For them, the 
estate is their home during the tour “Secret of Eternity”. From 
here, during the show time, they go to the individual tour 
cities. In this way, the animals have plenty of time off during 
the week with walks in the countryside and grazing, and the 
distances in the van are kept short. That the mood is relaxed is 
also clear in the show: the horses are relaxed both in front of 
and behind the scenes, but also motivated to give their best!

The CAVALLUNA stables 
Home of the CAVALLUNA horses
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City Date Time Venue

Riesa Sat., 22.10.2022 
Sun., 23.10.2022

14  + 19   
14  SACHSENarena

Schwerin Sat., 29.10.2022 
Sun., 30.10.2022

14  + 18.30   
14  

Sport- und 
Kongresshalle

Neubrandenburg Sat., 05.11.2022 
Sun., 06.11.2022

14  + 19   
14  Jahnsportforum

Oberhausen Sat., 12.11.2022 
Sun., 13.11.2022

14  + 19   
13  

Rudolf Weber- 
ARENA

Innsbruck (A) Sat., 19.11.2022 
Sun., 20.11.2022

14  + 19   
13 Olympiahalle

Zurich (CH) Sat, 03.12.2022 
Sun., 04.12.2022

15  + 19.30   
14 Hallenstadion

Magdeburg Sat, 10.12.2022 
Sun., 11.12.2022

14  + 19   
14   GETEC-Arena

Dortmund Sat., 17.12.2022 
Sun., 18.12.2022

14  + 19   
14   Westfalenhalle

Bremen Mo., 26.12.2022 
Thue., 27.12.2022

14  + 18.30   
14  + 18.30  ÖVB-Arena

Leipzig Fr., 30.12.2022   
Sat., 31.12.2022

14  + 19   
14 

QUARTERBACK 
Immobilien ARENA

Berlin Sat., 07.01.2023 
Sun., 08.01.2023

15  + 20  
14  + 18.30  

Mercedes-Benz 
Arena

Hanover Sat., 14.01.2023 
Sun., 15.01.2023

15  + 20   
14  + 18.30  ZAG Arena

Munich Sat., 21.01.2023 
Sun., 22.01.2023

15  + 20   
14  Olympiahalle

Hamburg Sat., 28.01.2023 
Sun., 29.01.2023

15  + 20   
14  + 18.30  Barclays Arena

Nuremberg Sat., 04.02.2023 
Sun., 05.02.2023

15  + 20   
14  + 18.30  

ARENA 
NÜRNBERGER 
Versicherung

Mannheim Sat., 11.02.2023 
Sun., 12.02.2023

14  + 19   
14   SAP Arena

Basel (CH) Sat., 18.02.2023 
Sun., 19.02.2023

14  + 19  
14  St. Jakobshalle

City Date Time Venue

Frankfurt
Fr., 24.02.2023 
Sat., 25.02.2023 
Sun., 26.02.2023

20   
15  + 20   
14  + 18.30  

Festhalle 
Messe 
Frankfurt

Stuttgart Sat., 04.03.2023 
Sun., 05.03.2023

15  + 20   
13  + 17.30  

Hanns-Martin- 
Schleyer-Halle

Erfurt Sat., 11.03.2023 
Sun., 12.03.2023

14  + 19.30   
13  + 17.30  Messe Erfurt

Saarbrucken Sat., 18.03.2023 
Sun., 19.03.2023

14  + 19   
14  + 18.30  Saarlandhalle

Antwerp (B) Sat., 25.03.2023 
Sun., 26.03.2023

14  + 19  
15  Sportpaleis

Bielefeld
Fr., 31.03.2023 
Sat., 01.04.2023 
Sun., 02.04.2023

20   
15  + 20   
13  + 17.30  

Seidensticker Halle

Munster
Sat., 08.04.2023 
Sun., 09.04.2023 
Mo., 10.04.2023

15  + 20   
14  + 18.30  
14  + 18.30  

MCC Halle 
Münsterland

Rostock Sat., 15.04.2023 
Sun., 16.04.2023

15  + 20   
13  + 17.30  

StadtHalle 
Rostock

Göttingen Sat., 22.04.2023 
Sun., 23.04.2023

15  + 20   
13  + 17.30  

LOKHALLE 
Göttingen

Cologne Sat., 29.04.2023 
Sun., 30.04.2023

14  + 19   
13  LANXESS arena

Chemnitz Sat., 06.05.2023 
Sun., 07.05.2023

14  + 19.30   
13  + 17.30  Messe Chemnitz

Salzburg (A) Sat., 13.05.2023 
Sun., 14.05.2023

14  + 19.30   
13  + 17.30  Salzburgarena

Vienna (A) Sat., 20.05.2023 
Sun., 21.05.2023

14  + 19.30   
13  Wiener Stadthalle

Graz (A) Sat., 27.05.2023 
Sun., 28.05.2023

14  + 19.30   
13  + 17.30  Stadthalle Graz

Kiel Sat., 03.06.2023 
Sun., 04.06.2023

15  + 20   
13  Wunderino Arena

Rotterdam (NL) Sat., 10.06.2023 
Sun., 11.06.2023

14  + 19   
14  Rotterdam Ahoy

Dusseldorf Sat., 17.06.2023 
Sun., 18.06.2023

15  + 20   
13  PSD BANK DOME
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